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With the increased use of machine learning models,
there is a need to understand how machine learning
models can be maliciously targeted. Understanding
how these attacks are ‘enacted’ helps in being able to
‘harden’ models so that it is harder for attackers to
evade detection. We want to better understand object
detection, the underlying algorithms, different
perturbation approaches that can be utilized to fool
these models. To this end, we document our findings
as a review of existing literature and open-source
repositories related to Computer Vision and Object
Detection. We also look at how Adversarial Patches
impact object detection algorithms. Our objective was
to replicate existing processes in order to reproduce
results to further our research on adversarial patches.

An attack on VGG16 using a physical patch.

Patch # 2 on person’s body vs face

Car 1 and Car 2 with Patch # 1 
Overall, this project helped develop our understanding
of computer vision and object detection. Exposure to
rapidly improving object detection models such as
YOLOv7. Reproducibility of this project was the first
step in understanding how object detection works and
to opening the door to working on improving the
model itself. We were able to determine the effects
that adversarial patches had on detection accuracy and
analyze the results to create more hypotheses.
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YOLOv7 Repository: https://github.com/wongkinyiu/yolov7 with Python Library.
Patches: Two (2) adversarial patches were selected for this experiment
Data Set: ImageNet consisted of images of people and objects/animals: bicycle, birds,
cars, cell phones, and dogs.
Process: Run the detection algorithm on all the images to generate a confidence value
with a border surrounding the classified objects and run the same algorithm on altered
images, which an adversarial patch was placed over the face, over the body, or different
part of the large items of the image. The confidence value represents how the model
accurately defines an object. Customized script with parameters to set pre-trained model
weights, a confidence value threshold, specify image size, and a target directory for our
images to perform classification successively.

While the original images average confidence value
was 0.83496, Patch #1 had an overall negative effect on
the detection rate of the classifier, producing a result of
0.71171. This drastic decrease was most sharply
noticeable with the images of cars which had large
patches applied to them and numerous detectable
objects in the background of the images. Car1 and Car2
with Patch#1, background objects and objects within
the patch itself served as potential impediments to the
detection accuracy of the primary car. The size of the
patch may also be an overwhelming factor given the
algorithm's ability to attempt detection of the patch.

Adversarial attacks aim to fool machine learning
models. Adversarial attacks can be done by making
changes to a physical object so as to fool the machine
learning model so that an image or object is mistaken
for some other object or image or in some cases, not
even detected. This ability to make a change to an
object for the purpose of fooling a system is also
known as adversarial perturbation. In this work,
we investigated the usage of patches to cause the
image classifier to misclassify, misidentify or be
unable to identify given objects. Adversarial patches
are images that once printed, added, or presented to
the image classifier, can cause the classifier to ignore
the other items or misidentify the items
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Overall, the unaltered images possessed an
average confidence value of 0.928238. When
Patch #1 was applied over the body and the face,
the confidence values generated were 0.9224 and
0.8647684 respectively. Patch #2 resulted in
values of 0.93005 and 0.921353 when applied
over the body and the face respectively, citing an
increase in detection accuracy over the body and
a miniscule decrease over the face.
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